Steam Specialties Co., Inc.

250 SERIES
TRAY TYPE DEAERATORS

The Stickle Deaerating Feedwater Heater
evolved from our first Open Coil Feedwater
Heater patented in 1901. The first generation of
Stickle Feedwater Heaters were employed to
capturecalcium in boiler feedwater. It was later
learned the feedwater eater served the more
important role of oxygen and carbon dioxide
removal. The extraction of these harmful gases
is the primary function of all Stickle Deaerators.
Removal of these non-condensable gases from
make-up water for boiler feed, protects boiler,
condensate return lines, piping and pumps from
corrosive gases.
STICKLE SERIES DEAERATORS
Stickle Deaerators are designed to completely
remove oxygen and carbon dioxide to the accepted level of “zero”.  “Zero” is defined by the
indigo carmine test method as soluble oxygen
is not to exceed .005 cc per litre and soluble
carbon dioxide to be virtually zero.

• Engineered for precise, dependable performance over wide load shifts
• Custom-designed to user specifications...to meet your exact needs
•  Built to exceed ASME Code, Section VIII, Division I...for years of reliable operation
• Backed by the industry’s ONLY 10-year non-prorated standard warranty

Stickle Steam will handle your steam...boiler to boiler.

Steam Specialties Co., Inc.

250 SERIES
TRAY TYPE DEAERATORS
Two-stage deaeration, as provided by the Stickle 250 Series tray type deaerators, significantly reduces the expense of boiler room maintenance and repairs by minimizing the potential for corrosion
to boilers, pumps and pipes. This is done by removing the highly corrosive, non-condensible oxygen
and carbon dioxide from feedwater before it enters the boiler cycle. Proper deaeration extends the
useful life of boiler systems by many times.
A Stickle 250 Series deaerator operates at a minimum of 5 psig and 227 degrees F. The deaerator is
designed to maintain a dissolved oxygen level of no more than 0.005 cc/l, with a negligible level
of carbon dioxide.
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Feedwater, containing non-condensible corrosion agents found in all water supplies, enters
the vessel through pressure-compensated, spring-loaded valves.
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Deflectors on each valve spread feedwater out into a thin, flat sheet of small droplets.
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Steam rises to surround the water droplets and heats them to a temperature relative to the
pressure being maintained on the unit.
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Steam condenses and falls with feedwater onto a large cone, which carries the water to the
tray section below the conical outlet.
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Heated feedwater is ready for agitation and scrubbing by steam.
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Feedwater cascades over a series of properly sized trays, all arranged in rows, one above the
other and all lying on the same axis. Each row of trays is staggered so the feedwater always
falls on the center of each of the trash in the next row.
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As feedwater moves downward through the rows of trays, the scrubbing of the rising steam
removes non-condensible oxygen and carbon dioxide gases.
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These non-condensible gases are carred by the steam to the vent condenser, where the
steam condenses and the gases are removed through a temperature-controlled orifice.

9

Deaerated feedwater flows into the boiler cycle, minimizing corrosion potential.

MODEL NUMBER
CAPACITY

STORAGE

TANK SIZE

DIMENSIONS

MIN.

CU. FT.

GAL.

DIAMETER

LENGTH

LENGTH

HEIGHT

No. 250-3.0
30,000 Lbs/Hr 60 GPM

10

80

600

42

36

131

120

No. 250-4.0
40,000 Lbs/Hr 80 GPM

10

107

800

42

36

131

156

No. 250-5.0
50,000 Lbs/Hr 100 GPM

10

134

1000

42

36

137

145

No. 250-6.0
60,000 Lbs/Hr 120 GPM

10

161

1200

42

36

143

148

No. 250-7.0
70,000 Lbs/Hr 140 GPM

10

188

1400

42

48

155

172

No. 250-8.0
80,000 Lbs/Hr 160 GPM

10

214

1600

42

48

155

196

No. 250-9.0
90,000 Lbs/Hr 180 GPM

10

240

1800

60

48

173

150

No. 250-10.0
100,000 Lbs/Hr 200 GPM

10

267

2000

60

48

173

174

No. 250-12.0
120,000 Lbs/Hr 240 GPM

10

321

2400

60

48

173

198

No. 250-14.0
140,000 Lbs/Hr 280 GPM

10

374

2800

60

48

173

222

No. 250-16.0
160,000 Lbs/Hr 320 GPM

10

428

3200

60

48

185

202

No. 250-18.0
180,000 Lbs/Hr 360 GPM

10

481

3600

60

48

185

214

No. 250-20.0
200,000 Lbs/Hr 400 GPM

10

535

4000

72

54

193

238

No. 250-22.0
220,000 Lbs/Hr 440 GPM

10

588

4400

72

54

193

262

CUSTOM-DESIGNED TO MEET YOUR EXACT NEEDS … COST EFFECTIVELY ‑ Unlike other manufacturers who
sell you “pre-engineered” units which require costly modification in the boiler room before they can be placed into your boiler
cycle, every Stickle 250 Series deaerator is custom designed and manufactured to meet the exact space and operational needs
of your application.  That makes for a faster, easier installation … AND fewer maintenance problems for years to come.
240 VS. 250? - The Stickle 240 Series is a tray type deaerator offered in a range of flows from less than 10,000 lb/hr to
80,000 lb/hr.  The 240 Series maximizes space and cost utilization by a design which features a single horizontal vessel comprising
both the deaeration and storage function.
The Stickle 250 Series is a tray type deaerator offered in a range of flows from 30,000 lb/hr to 500,000 lb/hr and greater.  The 250 is
designed utilizing a conventional two-vessel arrangement – An upper vessel for deaeration and a separate lower horizontal vessel for
storage.  
LAYING THE GROUNDWORK – ENGINEERING - The 250 Series diversity of configurations allows the customer maximum
flexibility in deaerator selection. From this beginning Stickle can design a deaerator which is virtually “tailor-made” for practically any
application.  At Stickle, each job literally begins with a clean sheet of paper.  Extensive computer modeling and engineering is
performed on each order to achieve optimum component design, selection and compatibility.  Exclusive use of computer aided
design and drafting facilitates accurate and quick execution of vital submittal and production drawings.  
BUILT STRONGER TO LAST LONGER - A Stickle 250 Series deaerator is built to standards exceeding ASME Code
requirements.  A superior grade of materials is selected for the internals.  AISI 316 stainless steel --- more corrosion-resistant than
the materials used in other deaerators --- is utilized as standard material for the trays.  Minimum thickness is 18 gauge.  Where more
severe conditions exist, appropriate alloys may be substituted.
The riveted construction of the trays further reduces the susceptibility of corrosion.
For the vessel itself, Stickle 250 Series deaerators feature only ASTM 516-70 carbon steel.  This steel offers, on the average,
27 percent greater yield strength than ASTM 285-C carbon steel, and has a much finer grain structure than the widely used
ASTM 515-70 … for increased longevity and superior resistance to material failure due to hydrogen embrittlement and stress
cracking in weld heat-affected zones.
You get increased strength and corrosion resistance without excessive use of material.
We’re so confident our 250 Series deaerators will stand up to even the most demanding conditions, that Stickle backs every
deaerator with the industry’s only 10-year non-prorated warranty … covering the vessel, spray device(s) and all internals
manufactured by Stickle Steam.  That’s protection you can rely on!
MAXIMUM OPERATING EFFICIENCY - You can also rely on your Stickle 250 Series deaerator for maximum operating
efficiency, thanks to innovative design features like:
• P
 ressure-compensated, spring loaded spray valves that provide even spray patterns even under changing conditions and
mineral build-up from incoming water.
• S
 pray valve deflectors that spread feedwater into thin, flat sheet of small droplets … for faster, more efficient heating and lower
heating costs!
• Custom-designed storage capacity, to fit your exact needs.
• Access opening for easy removal of tray sections.
• Compact design for maximum space efficiency.
THE STICKLE CONCEPT: ONE-SOURCE RESPONSIBILITY
One-source responsibility means you can turn to Stickle for answers to a variety of needs, involving high and low pressure
condensate return, deaeration, continuous blowdown heat recovery, bottom blowdown, and more.
Since 1907, industries such as yours have trusted Stickle for one-source responsibility.  Today, we work hard to keep that trust …
offering a full line of systems and services you can rely on.
WARRANTY
Stickle Steam Specialties Co., Inc., warrants the vessel, spray device, and all internal components of the deaerator to be free from defects in
workmanship and material under normal use and conditions for a period of ten years from the date of original purchase.
Should service be required by reason of any defect or malfunction during the warranty period, Stickle Steam Specialties Co., Inc., will repair or in its
discretion replace warranted parts, without charge (except for freight charges and installation which must be paid by owner), subject to verification by
inspection of the defect or malfunction.
This warranty is valid only if the deaerator is used for the purpose for which it was designed, and is installed in the United States of America.  It does
not cover deaerators which have been damaged by negligence, misuse or accident or which have been modified or repaired by unauthorized persons.

DISTRIBUTED BY:

Steam Specialties Co., Inc.

2215 Valley Avenue
Indianapolis, Indiana 46218
Phone: 317-636-6563 • Fax: 317-637-3249
sticklesteam.com

